
Fill in the blanks with appropriate possessive pronouns. 

1) The dog with a black patch is .

.

now.

.

.

.

.

.

.

3) The red and blue toy truck is

5) The black jacket belongs to Jack. It is

4) Lucas and Isabella ordered this cake. It is

2) Aunt Rhea bought a new car. This car is

.6) Jasmine owns this house. This house is

7) Harry and Ryan made a kite. This kite is

9) We bought this phone. This phone is

8) The white teddy bear is

10) Ms. Collins gifted this pen to me. It is

A possessive pronoun is used to indicate possession or ownership.

Example: This new computer is mine .
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Fill in the blanks with appropriate possessive pronouns. (Answer may vary) 

1) The dog with a black patch is yours .

mine .

mine now.

hers .

hers .

ours .

theirs .

theirs .

his .

3) The red and blue toy truck is

5) The black jacket belongs to Jack. It is

4) Lucas and Isabella ordered this cake. It is

2) Aunt Rhea bought a new car. This car is

hers .6) Jasmine owns this house. This house is

7) Harry and Ryan made a kite. This kite is

9) We bought this phone. This phone is

8) The white teddy bear is

10) Ms. Collins gifted this pen to me. It is

A possessive pronoun is used to indicate possession or ownership.

Example: This new computer is mine .
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